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Fig. 1. Given a source (left) and target (right) shape we propose a hierarchical smoothing procedure to iteratively align the inputs. We alternate between aligning
our smooth shells and computing the correspondences which we represent using Functional Maps [32]. The combination of extrinsic and intrinsic information in
combination with the coarse-to-fine strategy allows for a registration of challenging interclass registration tasks like morphing a dog to a horse. In the end we can
apply the morphing to the source shape to get an alignment for the two inputs.
We propose a novel 3D shape correspondence method based on the iterative
alignment of so-called smooth shells. Smooth shells define a series of coarse-
to-fine, smooth shape approximations that are designed to work well with
multiscale algorithms. In this paper, we alternate between aligning smooth
shells and computing Functional Maps between the inputs. Aligning very
smooth approximations reduces the complexity of the overall process but
during the iterations the amount of detail in the shells increases which helps
to refine the resulting correspondence. Furthermore, we solve the problem of
ambiguities from intrinsic symmetries by applying a surrogate based Markov
chain Monte Carlo initialization. We show state-of-the-art quantitative results
on several datasets focussing on isometries, topological changes and differ-
ent connectivity. Additionally, we show qualitative results on challenging
interclass pairs.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The wide selection of affordable 3D scanning devices in recent years
has led to an enormous growth of the amount of 3D shapes and scans
available. In contrast to artificially created shapes, certain properties
cannot be guaranteed by real-world scans. For example, topological
noise might appear in self-touching areas or the meshing density
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can vary between different areas and instances of the same shape.
These distortions have been shown to be difficult for current shape
correspondence methods [21, 29]. Traditional methods focus only on
the (nearly) isometric case or clearly defined extensions of this, for
example partiality [25]. Another approach is to learn how to produce
correspondences between different classes of shapes or under certain
perturbations [17]. Unfortunately, this requires training data and
knowledge about what deformations and noise are to be expected.
One can distinguish between intrinsic and extrinsic methods. In-
trinsic methods are based on properties only derived from surface
properties that are independent of the embedding, for example the
Laplace-Beltrami operator. While they can cope with topological
changes, they often provide suboptimal correspondence results in
the presence of extreme pose changes. On the other hand, extrinsic
methods use the information of the embedding space which makes
extreme pose changes challenging but not topological changes. A
natural step would be to combine both in order to attain the best of
both worlds. A few attempts have been made in this direction [11, 14]
and we aim to continue this line of work.
In this paper, we aim at combining intrinsic and extrinsic knowl-
edge by using Functional Maps to represent correspondences but
enrich this information by additionally aligning the inputs in the em-
bedding space. For this purpose, we define so-called smooth shells
that allow us to approach this problem in a coarse-to-fine matter and
show that this leads to a highly flexible framework that can solve for
meaningful correspondences beyond the isometry assumption and in
the presence of different types of noise.
1.1 Contribution
We propose a coarse-to-fine approach to shape registration. The main
idea is to iteratively align smooth shells which are smoothed ap-
proximations of the input shapes. During the iterations more details
and pose refinements are added. Due to a special property of our
smooth shells each iteration only has to deal with minor changes in
the geometry. Like this we alternate between computing the shell
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alignment and the correspondences between the two surfaces. We
represent the surface correspondences with Functional Maps [32]
which allows for a compact representation with exactly the right
level of detail for our shells. Additionally, we propose a Markov
chain Monte Carlo initialization strategy to disambiguate self simi-
larities of input shapes and prevent our method from getting stuck in
local minima. The combination of Functional Maps with extrinsic
morphing creates state-of-the-art results on established datasets and
challenging examples.
2 RELATED WORK
2.1 Shape Correspondence and Registration
Shape correspondence is an extensive topic in literature and surveys
of state-of-the-art methods [42, 46, 49] give a broader overview of ex-
isting approaches. In this section, we will focus on work immediately
related to ours.
Functional Maps [32] are often used in applications that require
correspondences between shapes and have been extended to work
for many applications [26, 36, 39]. One of the main advantages is
the dimensionality reduction of the correspondence problem which
allows for efficient optimization and representation. More compli-
cated is the task of extracting a point-wise correspondence from a
Functional Map [40]. Due to being purely intrinsic Functional Maps
often struggle with self-symmetries and the low-frequency represen-
tation leads to locally inaccurate solutions. There are several methods
which tackle this problem but most of them are computationally
heavy [31, 36, 40] or make restrictive underlying assumptions about
properties of the inputs [51]. A notable exception from this is [16].
Other directions include calculating a deformation field to align
the input surfaces with each other. [27, 30] also model the mapping
from a surface to the embedding space with a low rank basis. Like
our approach, [15] alternates between calculating a deformation
field and correspondences but the volume-preservation constraint
restricts the applicability. Many deformation-based methods require
expensive preprocessing of the inputs to apply the deformation model,
for example with a deformation graph [43], structural rods [3] or
deep learning [17]. Instead of a deformation field ICP-based method
iteratively move the vertices until the inputs align well. Non-rigid
ICP variations can register shapes in different poses and classes but
rely on a good initialization [4, 23]. When the shapes undergo too
serve deformation it might even be impossible to find a initialization
that is close enough too work.
There exist very accurate methods to register certain classes of
shapes, especially humans [7]. Unfortunately, these are highly spe-
cialized and depend on class specific features [28] or learning statisti-
cal models from data [35]. While these methods exceed within their
classes, they can not be applied to new data like our framework can.
2.2 Shape Approximation and Simplification
The idea of mesh simplification by smoothing was investigated thor-
oughly in previous work. E.g. [48] use manifold harmonics for the
smoothing. In surface deformation modeling this is usually a two
stage algorithm. First, a smoothed version of a shape is deformed
and then the details are added back to the surface, see [8] for an
overview. Some classical works on shape modeling with smoothing
are [18] and [20]. [9] combines this approach with differential coor-
dinates. Although our smooth shells are closely related, especially to
[48], none of the mentioned approaches offers a series of approxima-
tions with guaranteed small geometry variation between consecutive
elements.
Another way to simply shapes is via skeletons. Skeletons of shapes
form a lower-dimensional and compact description of the overall
shape and are used in many Computer Graphics applications. A
recent survey of 3D skeleton methods can be found in [45]. Although
the skeletons are often designed to be easily aligned between different
shapes and similar classes, they are designed to create a single, unique
skeleton for each shape. This is useful for a rough alignment but does
not allow an iterative refinement of the surface alignment as is needed
in our method. Similar to our method, [13] extracts a skeleton based
on Laplacian-based contraction but aims at getting a unique curve
skeleton. Some methods exist to create an entire class of skeletons for
each shape [37]. Our method differs from the previously mentioned
in that we do not introduce a fixed skeleton for each shape but use a
class of approximations with increasing level of details.
3 BACKGROUND
The problem instances we consider consist of two input shapesX and
Y. We assume any shapes X (or Y) are 2D Riemannian manifolds
embedded in 3D with their coordinate function denoted by X : X →
R3. In particular, X is equipped with a smooth inner product ⟨ f ,g⟩ =
X f (x) ·g(x) dx on the surface where dx denotes the area element on
X. Furthermore, we consider the space of L2 integrable functions on
X denoted as F (X) = { f : X → R ∣∣ ∥ f ∥2 = ⟨ f , f ⟩ <∞}.
The general problem setup that is typically investigated for a pair
of shapes is shape correspondence which aims at finding a mapping
P :X→Y that associates points p ∈ X with meaningful counterparts
on Y. However, in this paper we look at the more general problem of
shape registration where apart from the surface-to-surface mapping
we also determine a surface to R3 mapping morphing the shape X.
This then results in a morphed shape Xˆ from which we can compute
P with a nearest neighbor search in some appropriate embedding
space.
3.1 Laplace-Beltrami Operator
The Laplace-Beltrami operator ∆X on a manifold X is an extension
of the standard Euclidean Laplace operator to manifold domains and
defined such that ∆X f = div(∇ f ) for any function f defined on the
surface of X. Computing solutions of the corresponding eigenprob-
lem ∆Xφk = λXk φk yields the Laplace-Beltrami eigenpairs (φk,λXk )
with ... ≤ λX2 < λX1 = 0. The set of eigenfunctions {φk}k∈N form
an orthonormal basis of F (X) wrt. the inner product ⟨·, ·⟩. Further-
more, the eigenfunctions φk are naturally ordered from low to high
frequency using the order of eigenvalues. Therefore, a truncated
sum projecting on the first K eigenfunctions φ1, . . .φK gives a low-
frequency approximation that, according to the min-max principle is
optimal for smooth functions f ∈ F (X) [33].
f ≈ f˜ = K
k=1
〈
f ,φk︸  ︷︷  ︸
fˆk
〉
φk. (1)
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In this paper we call fˆk = ( fˆk)k the truncated Fourier coefficients of
f and TK : F (X) → F (X) the projection operator of f 7→ f˜ = TK f
truncating the spectral coefficients k > K.
TK := K
k=1
φk ⊗ φk. (2)
The the projection operator of f on the φk can be written as the outer
product φk ⊗ φk.
3.2 Discretization
We use triangle meshes to represent the Riemannian manifolds X
and Y with N and M points respectively. We denote the coordinate
matrices as X ∈ RN×3 and Y ∈ RM×3 and individual points as xi,yi ∈
R3. The inner product of two functions f ,g ∈RN can be discretized as
⟨ f ,g⟩ = Nn=1 fn ·gn ·dxn where dxn> 0 are the discrete area elements at
each point. Furthermore, we use the standard cotangent discretization
of the Laplace-Beltrami operator ∆X ∈ RN×N with lumped mass
matrix and denote its eigenvectors as φ1, . . . ,φN ∈ RN [34]. For Y
we call the eigenvectors ψ1, . . . ,ψM ∈ RM .
3.3 Functional Maps
The Functional Map framework [32] is a popular approach to solve
for a shape correspondence P : X →Y. The main idea is to replace
P with a mapping of functions to functions C : F (X)→ F (Y). This
functional C is linear and can be represented in matrix form using its
spectral decomposition.
C f = ∞
l=1
⟨C f ,ψl
〉
ψl = ∞
k,l=1
⟨Cφk,ψl
〉︸        ︷︷        ︸
ckl
⟨ f ,φk
〉
ψl . (3)
Using Equation (1) the approximate Functional Map can be written as
the matrix C = (ckl)k,l ∈ RK×K transforming the spectral coefficients
fˆ of f to those of the mapped function gˆ = C fˆ .
If we assume that the mapping P is area preserving, we can restrict
ourselves to orthonormal Functional Maps C⊤C = I, see [32, Theo-
rem 5.1]. For pairs of functions fi : X → R and gi : Y → R that are
known to describe the same properties on both shapes, for example
descriptor functions or landmarks, C can be determined by solving
the following Procrustes problem.
C = argmin
C⊤C=I
∥CFˆ− Gˆ∥F . (4)
Fˆ and Gˆ are the matrices of the stacked spectral coefficients fˆi, gˆi ∈
RK of fi and gi.
Throughout this paper it becomes clear that functional correspon-
dences are the most natural way to encode similarities between our
smooth shells because they are themselves represented in a spectral
basis of the same dimension. Like this we merely use Functional
Maps as a tool to encode similarities between our shells but do not
entirely rely on intrinsic information.
4 METHOD
We propose to solve shape correspondence by iteratively aligning a
series of coarse-to-fine approximations of two input manifolds X and
Y. Our algorithm alternates between
(1) solving for a pointwise correspondence using Functional Maps
and
Fig. 2. The figure above displays the main steps in our registration pipeline.
Details for the individual steps are provided in the respective subsections of
Chapter 4.
(2) aligning so-called smooth shells that hierarchically approxi-
mate the input shapes
The algorithm is based on the idea that the alignment of two coarse
shapes is easier without the distraction of small scale features while
those are highly useful for the exact alignment in the end. The smooth
shells we use as approximations are introduced in Section 4.1. Sec-
tion 4.2 explains the correspondence computation and Section 4.3 the
alignment step. See Figure 2 for an overview of the complete pipeline
and see Figure 4 for an example of how our method hierarchically
aligns shells for a pair of input shapes.
For the rest of the paper we will reference the iterations by num-
bering them with t = 0, . . . ,T . Each iteration has a corresponding
smoothing parameter K(t) such that K(t) < K(t+1) and the correspond-
ing smooth shells (XK(t) )t=0,...,T and (YK(t) )t=0,...,T . We drop (t) if it
is clear from context.
For the first iteration, when there is no initialization from the
previous iteration, we incorporate a surrogate based initialization
strategy to compute an initial alignment of the coarse shells. This
strategy also avoids mixing self-similarities like intrinsic symmetries
which are easily mistaken already in the initial state. See Section 5
for details.
4.1 Smooth Shells
Our definition of smooth shells is similar to the one of spectral
reconstruction [22] but we extended it to suit the task of iterative
alignment better. Both can be parametrized with a parameter K that
indicates how many details should be preserved. A small K leads to
very smoothed out geometry while higher K generate more and more
details.
4.1.1 Spectral Reconstruction. Spectral reconstruction [22] works
by projecting the x-, y- and z-coordinate functions of X onto the first
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T5 T6 T10 T20
X5 X6 X10 X20
Fig. 3. Examples of different TK and XK := SK (X) on a running dog. Notice
how the difference in height between T5 and T6 is changing whereas X5 and
X6 are very similar. For higher K the shapes become more similar.
K eigenfunctions of the Laplace-Beltrami operator.
TK :=
(TK(x),TK(y),TK(z)) = K
k=1
〈(x,y,z),φk〉φk. (5)
⟨·, ·⟩ : F (X)3 × F (X) → R3 is with a slight abuse of notation the
vector of elementwise inner products of the three components. Since
the eigenfunctions are ordered by frequency this creates an approx-
imation of the original shape, showing only the global structure if
K ≈ 10 but becoming more detailed as K increases. Figure 3 illus-
trates this coarse-to-fine approximation for multiple K. For K→∞
the shapes XK converge to the original shape X but in practice a
couple of hundred eigenfunctions are sufficient to approximate X
faithfully.
Remark. A well-known property of the Laplace-Beltrami eigen-
functions φk is that they encode the geometry of X from low to high
frequency structures. Especially the first eigenfunctions have a nice
direct geometric interpretation for many examples. For instance, the
first eigenfunction is constant and therefore T1 projects the whole
shape on one point at the mean coordinates. T2 maps the geometry to
a straight line that constitutes the main axis of the shape. The next
few eigenfunctions K ≥ 3 correspond to global features of X like
limbs or other extremities. Finally, the higher order eigenfunctions
K ≥ 100 locate small scale features like details in the face.
4.1.2 Shell Operator. We introduce the shell operator SK as a vari-
ation of the spectral reconstruction that is better suited for iterative
alignment.
SK := ∞
k=1
1
1+ exp
(
σ(k−K))φk ⊗ φk. (6)
This operator consists of a weighted series of projections on the
eigenfunctions φK . The sigmoid weights we propose are close to 1
if k≪ K and decay to 0 when k≫ K. This smoothes the shape but
guarantees that the difference in geometry between SK and SK+1 is
not too severe for small σ. For σ→∞ the sigmoid weighting function
converges to the indicator function 1{k≤K } almost everywhere which
corresponds to the truncation of the spectrum in TK . See Figure 3 for
the difference between TK and SK .
Remark. The truncated coordinates from the operator TK are not
well suited for our pipeline because we are interested in iteratively
aligning TK(X) with TK(Y ). Two undesirable effects can occur when
using TK . First, for small K the difference in geometry between
TK(X) and TK+1(X) can be rather severe, for example adding an
entire extremity that was not there before. This leads to unstable
behavior when initializing with the result of the previous iteration.
Second, for non-isometric shapes the order of eigenfunctions might
not represent the same geometry, introducing errors when aligning
TK(X) and TK(Y ). Even for nearly isometric pairs small deviations
and intrinsic symmetries (i.e. two eigenvalues of the same magnitude)
might swap the ordering of some eigenfunctions. In this case, the
eigenfunctions φXK and φ
Y
K can encode completely different parts
of the shapes and the shapes with truncated coordinates TK(X) and
TK(Y ) cannot be aligned in a meaningful way.
Our smoothing operator SK can now be applied to the input
shape coordinate function X which yields the series of smooth shells
(XK)K∈N with the coordinate functions XK := SXK X . Note, that in
practice we choose a sigmoid weight threshold and again truncate
the series of projections in the shell operator (6) for indexes k where
the weights are smaller. In our implementation we always use the
threshold 0.01 for this purpose.
4.2 Step 1: Functional correspondences for Shells
One important choice for a shape registration pipeline is the repre-
sentation and computation of correspondences. A straightforward
way is to compute the point-to-point map P : Xˆ →Y using a nearest
neighbor search in some appropriate embedding space. However,
these correspondences may not be accurate or meaningful when the
surfaces are not perfectly aligned. Therefore, it is crucial to account
for mismatched and noisy correspondences, otherwise errors tend to
accumulate after a few iterations.
Functional Maps. We choose Functional Maps with an area preser-
vation constraint and descriptor similarity assumption as explained
in Section 3.3 for our pipeline. The overall objective for C(t) with
K = K(t) is the following.
C(t) = argmin
C⊤C=I
∥ΨKC−P(t)ΦK ∥2F +λfeat∥CΦ⊤KFX −Ψ⊤KFY ∥2F . (7)
In this context, we denote ΦK and ΨK as the matrices of the first
K stacked eigenfunctions of ∆X and ∆Y . FX ∈ RN×Nfeat and FY ∈
RM×Nfeat are dense features on the surface. In general we can use
different types of information and concatenate them in the feature
vector. For example, the descriptors can come directly from the shells
or from the original shapes X and Y. In our experiments we decided
to use the latter, because a high level of detail improves the accuracy
of descriptors like SHOT [47]. Moreover, they do not need to be
recomputed in every iteration.
Functional maps are in some sense the optimal way to repre-
sent correspondences for our registration pipeline. In general, the
pointwise adjacency matrix P ∈ {0,1}N×M contains as many corre-
spondences as there are points on the discretized surface. On the
other hand, the compressed smooth shells (6) only have 3K degrees
of freedom where K ≪ N which means that P is subject to a lot of
redundancy. Therefore, all we need to establish the relationship be-
tween the shells XK and YK is a mapping between the eigenfunctions
φ1, . . . ,φK and ψ1, . . . ,ψK , which is exactly the Functional Map C.
We would like to support this claim by illustrating through the
following example. Assume thatX andY are exactly isometric. Then
we know that φk = ψk (normalized for sign flips) because the Lapla-
cian is the same on both surfaces. In other words, the Functional Map
C in this case is just the identity I. Using this knowledge then leads
us to the following closed form expression for the exact alignment of
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XK and YK .
YK −XK = SKY −SKX = ∞
k=1
1
1+ exp
(
σ(k−K)) ⟨φk,Y −X⟩φk. (8)
Of course we do not have exact isometry in practice, but if we
are able to determine the functional correspondences C, we have a
good approximation of the relationship between the two eigenbases
Cφk ≈ ψk. Therefore a truncated Functional Map contains sufficient
information to compute an alignment between two shells.
Pointwise Correspondence. For the optimization in the alignment
step (Section 4.3) and the computation of the Functional Map in the
next iteration an actual pointwise correspondence is needed. Convert-
ing a Functional Map to a pointwise correspondence is a problem in
itself and we choose an extension of the spectral alignment proposed
in the original paper (see part (c)) [32]. For this purpose we embed
the shells XˆK andYK from iteration K =K(t) in the K+6 dimensional
product space of (a) their coordinates XˆK and YK , (b) their outer nor-
mals νˆXK and ν
Y
K and (c) the current spectral embedding using the
following embedding functions:
EXK : p 7→
(
XˆK(p),λnormνˆXK (p),λspecΦK(p)
)
. (9a)
EYK : q 7→
(
YK(q),λnormνYK (q),λspecΨK(q)C
)
. (9b)
We find the pointwise correspondence by doing Euclidean nearest
neighbor in this K +6 dimensional embedding space. Using extrin-
sic coordinates and outer normals improves the accuracy over [32]
without much computational overhead.
4.3 Step 2: Shell Alignment
In every iteration we can use the pointwise correspondence from the
last section to get a refined alignment. We parametrize the deforma-
tion of X with parameters τ ∈RK×3 such that XˆK =XK+Kk=1 τkφk ≈YK .
A naive approach to this would be to directly shift each point XK(p)
to their corresponding destination YK
(
P(t)(p)), but we add additional
assumptions to make the overall mapping more realistic.
Ealign := Ematch +λarapEarap. (10)
First, we add an as-rigid-as-possible regularization term to the align-
ment which leads to shifts that locally resemble rigid transformations.
The second assumption we make is based on the observation that
just like for the geometry we can constrain the degrees of freedom of
shell morphings to 3K in a low rank manner.
4.3.1 Matching Term. The matching term minimizes the Euclidean
distances between the points XˆK and their current estimated destina-
tion YK ◦P(t) under the assumption that the overall morphing can be
represented with the spectral low-rank coefficients τ(t)k .
Ematch
(
τ(t)1 , . . . ,τ
(t)
K
)
:=
∥∥XK + K
k=1
τ(t)k φk −
(
YK ◦P(t)
)∥∥2 (11)
The main motivation behind this is indicated in the example from
Equation (8). The morphed shell XˆK and the reference shell YK
are represented in two different low rank bases, but the Functional
Map we computed in the first step provides us with an approximate
Fig. 4. Example of how the shells are aligned over the iterations. In the first
iterations the alignment is still rough due to the restricted degrees of freedom
in the deformation parameters but shape and pose are nearly identical in the
end.
mapping C(t)φk ≈ ψk between them.
XˆK = XK + XˆK −XK = XK +T XK
(
XˆK −XK
)
=
XK +
K
k=1
〈
XˆK −XK ,φk
〉︸             ︷︷             ︸
τ(t)k
φk
!≈ YK ◦P(t) (12)
In the isometric setup from Equation (8) we have C(t) = I which
means that we can compute an exact alignment for appropriate coef-
ficients τ(t)k . In the more general case, we can still get a sufficiently
precise alignment with this strategy but we need significantly fewer
degrees of freedom. This problem is well constrained and small devi-
ations in the first iterations are not problematic. More importantly,
for higher K(t) ≥ 100 the identity C(t)φk ≈ ψk becomes close to exact
and the quality of the alignment improves. Equation (12) induces
the 3K-dimensional affine shape space of shells XˆK for arbitrary
shifting coefficients τ(t)1 , . . . ,τ
(t)
K ∈ R3. This restriction also implicitly
regularizes the shell morphings and removes outliers because of the
natural low to high frequency ordering of the eigenfunctions φk.
4.3.2 As-Rigid-As-Possible Term. The second term is an as-rigid-as-
possible (ARAP) regularization term which helps to preserve details
and counteract distortions.
Earap
(
τ(t)1 , . . . ,τ
(t)
K ,R
(t)) :=
XˆK NK (p)
∥∥(R(t)(p)− I)(X(p)−X(q))
− K
k=1
τ(t)k
(
φk(p)−φk(q)
)∥∥2
2dqdp. (13)
This idea is quite common and prefers morphings that locally re-
semble a rigid transformation. For this purpose we determine the
displacements parameterized by τ(t)k and a matrix R
(t)(p) ∈ SO(3) for
each vertex p ∈ XK , where SO(3) is the Lie group of 3D rotation
matrices. The objective demands that in a neighborhood NK(p) ⊂ XˆK
of p the overall transformation should be approximately rigid. In our
implementation we use the first degree neighborhood NK(p) of each
vertex p ∈ XˆK when interpreting the shape meshing as a graph.
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X20
3.8272 2.7496 1.8401
1.9858 1.4436 3.1591 Y20
Fig. 5. Example of surrogate alignments in the initialization. X20 is shown on
the right and Y20 on the left. In the middle is a subset of six deformations of
X20 that are rated by the matching objective defined in Eq. 11. The blue one
has the lowest energy and will therefore be used as initialization.
4.3.3 Optimization. We use a Gauss-Newton type optimization method
to jointly compute the optimal shifting parameters τ(t)1 , . . . ,τ
(t)
K and
rotations R(t) : XK → SO(3). In our experiments one update step per
iteration t was sufficient when initializing R(t) and τ(t)k with the values
from the previous iteration t −1. Intuitively, in the beginning a rough
alignment is sufficient because the space of admissible morphings
is constrained to a low dimensional space and the coarse shells do
not have distracting fine scale details. For higher order iterations the
shells only minimally vary between t − 1 and t, and therefore the
transformation parameters τ(t−1)k are a good initialization and close
to the optimum. See Figure 3 for an example of how the alignment
evolves.
After the last iteration we apply the morphing parameters from
XK(T ) to the original shape X get the final registration of the surfaces.
Xˆ(p) := X(p)+ XˆKmax (p)−XKmax (p) ≈ Y
(
P(T )(p)). (14)
This morphed shape Xˆ , the functional map C := C(T ) and pointwise
matchings P := P(T ) constitute the output of our method.
5 INITIALIZATION: SURROGATE BASED MARKOV CHAIN
MONTE CARLO SAMPLING
For any registration pipeline, the appropriate initial alignment is cru-
cial to avoid getting stuck in nonmeaningful local minima. However,
this first step is far from being trivial, especially in the presence of in-
trinsic symmetries and other self similarities which occur frequently
in real world and synthetic shapes. The main problem is that neither
the high level details nor the coarse features of e.g. a human shape
are suitable to distinguish between the two legs or arms, especially
if the details at the hands are noisy like in real scans. However, as
humans we are usually still able to differentiate between left and right
because we incorporate an additional piece of information: context.
If the arms themselves are not sufficiently detailed, we can addition-
ally look at their orientation and positioning at the whole body to
determine which one is the right and left one.
Surrogate runs. We incorporate this idea into our pipeline by start-
ing test runs with different deformations and rating their plausibility
with the matching objective from Eq. (11).
The test runs are faster versions of the full pipeline but already
stopping after X20 and on shapes that were downsampled to 1000
Fig. 6. The plot above shows the distribution of all surrogate results in our
MCMC algorithm for the example in Figure 5. Each circle represents one
vector with the deformation parameters τ20 ∈ R60. The τ20 are embedded
into 2D with Multidimensional Scaling to be visualizable. During the MCMC
we sample 100 proposal deformations τ6 ∼ N(0,I) and for each we perform
a surrogate run to get τ20 := Surr(τ6). The negative log likelihood of each
sample is the objective value Ematch(τ20) that measures the alignment quality
(see Figure 5). In the plot, higher likelihoods are displayed with bigger, yellow
circles and smaller ones with small, blue circles. The cluster on the left side
corresponds to the optimal initial alignment. This cluster emerges because the
surrogate runs optimize for a good objective value.
vertices with Euclidean farthest point sampling. Moreover, we turn
off the ARAP regularization λarap = 0 because for coarse shells with
few degrees of freedom the problems are anyway well constrained.
This version is significantly faster and less accurate but still sufficient
to find the initial deformation for the full pipeline. See Figure 5 for
example surrogate runs and how how they are rated by the matching
objective.
MCMC initialization. One of the main advantages of using our
shells is that they admit a compact representation with only very few
parameters. This simplifies the issue of creating proposal XˆK because
we only have to consider the 3K(0) dimensional space of potential
shells. This furthermore allows us to define a prior distribution over
the space of initial shells as the pushforward of a standard normal dis-
tribution over the shell parameters τ(0) ∼ N(0,I). Furthermore, using
the resulting alignments at K(t) = 20 we can interpret the alignment
energy (11) as the negative log likelihood of τ(0). Using this, we can
apply a Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) Independence sampling
algorithm to sample from the posterior distribution over τ(0). Note,
that a higher posterior density value is equivalent to a more faithful
surrogate alignment and therefore a better initialization.
ALGORITHM 1. (MCMC)
1. Initialize τ(0)6 := 0,τ
(0)
20 := 0.
2. For i = 1, ...,100:
2.1 Sample new proposal τ6 ∼ N(0,I).
2.2 Perform surrogate run τ20 := Surr(τ6).
2.3 Compute the acceptance probability α(τ6,τ(0)6 ) :=
exp
(
− 12σ2match
(
Ematch(τ20)−Ematch(τ(0)20 )
))
.
2.4 Sample u ∼ Unif(0,1), update
(τ(0)6 ,τ(0)20 ) :=
{
(τ6,τ20), u ≤ α(τ6,τ(0)6 )
(τ(0)6 ,τ(0)20 ), otherwise
.
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Fig. 7. The Figures above show our point-to-point matching accuracies for TOSCA [10], SCAPE [5] and TOPKIDS [21]. The curves show the percentage of
matchings that have a geodesic error below a given threshold. On the first two datasets we compare our method against Spectral Generalized Multi-Dimensional
Scaling (SGMDS) [2], Functional Maps [32], Blended Intrinsic Maps (BIM) [19], Möbius Voting [24] and Kernel Matching [50]. On TOPKIDS we on one hand compare
against the methods mentioned in the original paper (Isometric Embedding via Expectation-Maximization (IE-EM) [41], Green’s Function Embedding Alignment
(GFE) [12], Random Forests (RF) [38]), Fully Spectral Partial Matching (FSPM) [25], Partial Functional Maps (PFM) [39] and also add a comparison with the Kernel
Matching (KM) [50] method. On TOSCA we additionally test our pipeline without any descriptors to show that it still provides highly accurate correspondences when
it only acts on the 3D coordinates. Furthermore, we test it for the truncation operator T to prove that our smooth shells are more suitable for iterative alignment than
the naive approach.
In this context, we choose a small objective variance σ2match :=
0.001 to get a sharp distribution and therefore more accurate samples
τ(0)6 . Our overall initialization strategy can be summarized as fol-
lows. At first, we compute a rigid alignment of the two input shapes
with a feature based ICP algorithm. Then we apply Algorithm 1 to
determine an appropriate alignment τ(0) := τ(0)6 of the initial shells
K(0) = 6 which we then use to initialize the final registration run of
our pipeline. See Figure 6 for an illustration of how Algorithm 1
works.
6 EXPERIMENTS
We perform various evaluations highlighting the flexibility of our
method. First, we evaluate the correspondence accuracy on sev-
eral benchmarks where our method outperforms other current shape
matching methods. Secondly, we show that our method can be ap-
plied to a range of registration tasks for which we provide quali-
tative evaluations. This also includes non isometric shapes, either
due to different topology or as an interclass matching problem.
We use the same set of hyperparameters in all our experiments:
λfeat = 20,λarap = 0.02,λnorm = 0.04,λspec = 0.11 and σ := 0.5 which
we determined empirically. Furthermore, we choose a maximum of
Kmax = 500 eigenfunctions which constitutes a reasonable trade-off
between complexity and accuracy. We use a logarithmic scale be-
tween K(0) = 6 and K(T ) = Kmax because the changes between the
shells tend to be higher for small K. The choice of K(0) = 6 seems to
work best as a starting point for our initialization strategy, see Sec-
tion 5 for more details. For the descriptors in (7) we use the SHOT
[47] and HKS [44] descriptors.
6.1 Point-to-point correspondences
We evaluate the matching accuracy of our method on the TOSCA
[10], SCAPE [5], TOPKIDS [21] and SHREC’19 connectivity [29].
Fig. 8. Example matchings from the SCAPE and TOSCA dataset. Despite
intrinsic symmetries and challenging poses our algorithm faithfully aligns the
coarse features like the limbs of a human.
All these datasets have known ground truth correspondences. TOSCA
consists of 76 shapes from 8 classes of humans and animals, in
SCAPE there are 72 poses of the same person, TOPKIDS contains
25 poses of a human child and SHREC’19 connectivity has 44 shapes
of different humans. All our experiments are performed according
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Fig. 9. Example matchings from the TOPKIDS [21] (top) and SHREC’19
connectivity [29] (bottom) dataset. In TOPKIDS the meshes connect at self
intersections which poses a problem for methods that assume near isometry.
In SHREC’19 connectivity many input pairs have non compatible meshings
with sampling sizes N,M varying from 5k to 200k. This also means that there
is no bijective point-to-point mapping, very often multiple vertices from X need
to be mapped to the same vertex one on the reference shape Y.
to the Princeton benchmark protocol [19] which display the percent-
age of correspondences where the geodesic error surpasses certain
thresholds, a perfect matching results in a constant curve at 100%.
ε(x) = d
Geo
Y (y,y∗)√
area(Y)
See Figure 7 and Figure 11 for our results, as well as comparisons
to other matching methods. We use the same setup of our method
for all experiments. However, on TOSCA we additionally evaluate
our pipeline without using any descriptors (λfeat = 0). In general, we
choose to keep the descriptors as they improve the accuracy in com-
plicated settings. Figure 8 shows example matchings from SCAPE
and TOSCA and Figure 9 from TOPKIDS and Connectivity. We also
evaluate the necessity of the smooth shells to our framework and
show how the same algorithm performs with spectral reconstruction
instead of smooth shells. The results are shown in Figure 7. Many
examples fail due to major changes between consecutive iterations
and the mistakes accumulate until the end.
TOSCA and SCAPE contain shapes with consistent meshing
within each class. The shapes in TOPKIDS are synthetic but at self
intersections the shapes were reduced to the outer hull which causes
topological changes in the meshes similar to real scans. The main
assumption for our method is that the two input shapes have the same
coarse structure but they do not need to be isometric, therefore, the
effect of topological changes is not as severe and we outperform other
methods that rely on near isometry. The SHREC’19 Connectivity
dataset focusses on pairs of human shapes from different classes and
with serve differences in the meshing, ranging from template sized
shapes (N ≈ 5000 vertices) to real scans (>200K vertices). Again
we outperform all competing methods as the Functional Map repre-
sentation is independent of the sampling density but the alignment
Fig. 10. Example matchings from the FAUST [6] dataset which contains scans
from real humans. The shapes displayed here are very high resolution (200k
vertices) and subject to noise and topological changes. The example on the
right is especially challenging due to huge partiality and cannot be handled
by many methods. Our correspondence is still meaningful although there are
some discontinuities due to the partiality.
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Fig. 11. Our matching results for the SHREC’19 [29] connectivity challenge.
The dataset contains 430 pairs of human shapes in different poses where
many pairs have a different sampling size and meshing. In the extreme case
templates are matched to real high resolution scans with N ≈ 5k and M ≈ 200k.
strategy is flexible enough to deal with non-isometries. Notice that
our pipeline did not need any adaptations to deal with the different
challenges in the datasets.
6.2 Qualitative Experiments
In this section, we show examples of surface alignment and corre-
spondence between pairs for which no ground-truth correspondence
exists. Since the examples are interclass they are in general more
challenging but we are still able to show visually convincing results.
In Figure 12 we show some matching results for different challeng-
ing interclass correspondences that are even beyond different human
body shapes. The Faust Scan dataset [6] contains real scans of dif-
ferent humans in multiple poses with up to 200k vertices. Since the
scans are real they contain scanning noise, holes and topological
merges. Additionally, no ground-truth exists but we show qualitative
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Fig. 12. Matching results for interclass examples. The pair in the top left is
the example from the teaser, the top right is the particularly challenging pair
human and horse. In the bottom we show a morphing from a human template
from FAUST [6] to a real scan of a statue [1].
Fig. 13. Overlays of the final alignments of a SCAPE intraclass pair (left) and
the dog and horse pair (right) as also shown in Figure 1.
results in Figure 10. In Figure 13 we show the overlap of the final
alignments of a SCAPE pair and the dog and horse pair.
6.3 Correspondence Recovery from Functional Maps
Our registration method uses Functional Maps to represent corre-
spondences between two surfaces. In this context, we propose (9)
to recover pointwise matchings by performing a nearest neighbor
search in the product space of the spectral coefficients, outer normals
and Euclidean coordinates. This goes beyond the standard Functional
Maps methodology where only the spectral coefficients are used. An
important question in this context is how much our method depends
on the quality of the Functional Maps it uses. We use a combination
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Fig. 14. Results of pointwise Functional Map recovery experiments on TOSCA.
We compare ourselves with the standard spectral nearest neighbor approach
from the Functional Maps paper [32]. Our method uses the domain knowledge
about shapes to recover highly accurate correspondences, even if the input
maps C are small. From 50x50 to 100x100 maps the input does not vary
much which although more ground truth information is available. This is an
indication that at this stage of the alignment our algorithm profits already to
a high degree from the coarser alignments and therefore corrections with
additional information are not as beneficial as in early stages.
of descriptors and the current shell alignment to compute a Functional
Map in each iteration. Both of those are prone to noise, especially in
the beginning when the shell alignment is rough. To investigate this
dependency we test our pipeline using different precomputed Func-
tional Maps instead of computing C in the algorithm. Like this our
method can be used to recover the point-to-point correspondences
P ∈ RN×N from the compressed representation C ∈ RK×K . The re-
covery step is crucial in any Functional Maps pipeline. If it is done
improperly, it can lead to a significant decrease in accuracy and add
noise which limits the applicability of the matchings.
For the evaluations presented here we incorporate a sparse set
of Ngt ground truth correspondences and use them to construct a
Functional Map according to Equation (4). This should simulate how
our method can be used to recover dense correspondence by using
the sparse output of another matching pipeline. We use different basis
sizes K ∈ {20,50,100} and sampled points Ngt ∈ {100,200,500} and
compare our method against the spectral nearest neighbor recovery
proposed in the Functional Maps paper [32], see Figure 14. Those
results prove that our point-to-point recoveries are more accurate than
the standard method, especially for small input sizes K. Additionally,
our method does not improve much as the size of the input Functional
Map grows. This is surprising because for higher K the Functional
Map includes a lot more high frequency information. This indicates
that at this stage our method is able to determine faithful estimates
for the higher order Functional Maps with just using the alignments
from the previous steps.
6.4 Runtime analysis
In terms of runtime complexity, our method can be decomposed in
three parts with approximately the same magnitude: Computation of
the features (500 eigenpairs of X and Y and the SHOT [47] and HKS
[44] descriptors), the initial pose estimation (rigid alignment and
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Fig. 15. Runtime analysis of our pipeline on the SHREC’19 dataset. The
average runtime is 663 seconds with a high variance because the mesh sizes
N and M vary a lot. The subfigures refer to the runtimes of (top left) the feature
computation, (top right) the MCMC initialization step, (bottom left) the full
alignment after initialization, (bottom right) the total runtime which is the sum
of the three previous ones. The empirical dependency of the total computation
time is O(√NM1.47).
mainly the MCMC initialization) and the final alignment. In general
the runtime mostly depends on the size of the input shapes N and M.
The main computational overhead of the main alignment method is
the computation of the as-rigid-as-possible regularizer (13) with a
complexity O(N) (for standard shapes with bounded neighborhood
size) and the nearest neighbor computation for the pointwise recovery
(9) in O(NM). The MCMC initialization performs 100 surrogate
runs with an average runtime of 0.46 seconds. Those evaluations are
computed on subsampled shapes with 1000 vertices, therefore they
are essentially independent of N and M. However, the evaluation of
the matching energy (11) is performed on the full shapes with one
nearest neighbor search, therefore the overall algorithm still depends
on the sampling size of the inputs.
The SHREC’19 dataset focuses on shapes with different connectiv-
ity and therefore contains shape pairs with a large variety of sampling
sizes N and M. See Figure 15 for a full empirical runtime analysis of
our method on this dataset. Here, we evaluate the dependency of the
runtimes on the aggregate of the shape sizes
√
NM which results in
an average of 663 seconds. The noise in the plots comes from the fact
that in general it makes a difference if the points have approximately
the same number of vertices N ≈ M or if one of them is severely
#Subsamples 500 1000 2000 5000 10000 20000 All
Mean runtime 133.8 134.3 134.5 137.3 161.3 237.3 368.5
Mean error 0.0126 0.0090 0.0069 0.0057 0.0054 0.0049 0.0049
Fig. 16. Runtime analysis on TOSCA for the full run of the method for different
subsampling sizes. A higher number of vertices increases the accuracy of the
method but after a certain point it starts plateauing. For a subsampling of at
most 20k vertices the results are indistinguishable from the full vertex size.
On the other hand, the computational complexity increases significantly for
more vertices which is a strong argument for using subsamplings in practice,
especially for high resolution shapes where more points do not add significantly
more information.
bigger than the other one. The empirical runtime complexity of our
method on this dataset is around O(√NM1.47). In other words, for
shapes with N =M the empirical complexity is O(N1.47).
One thing we want to advocate in this context is that in general it
can also make sense to use an a priori subsampling of the input shapes
for the full run and not only for the surrogates. We refrain from doing
it in our experiments because we want to achieve maximum accuracy
but very often the additional information gained by using the full
shapes is insignificant in comparison to the additional computational
overhead, especially for high resolution shapes N > 100k. To inves-
tigate this we subsample the shapes from TOSCA with Euclidean
farthest point sampling and compute the full run of our method for
the different settings, see Figure 16. It turns out that in this case the
accuracy starts plateauing at some point while the runtime increases
significantly.
7 CONCLUSION
We presented a novel approach to shape registration that combines
intrinsic information through Functional Maps and extrinsic infor-
mation to calculate an alignment in the 3D embedding space. The
framework introduces the notion of smooth shells to define a series of
coarse-to-fine shape approximations with the property that consecu-
tive shells SK(X) and SK+1(X) always have minimal offsets which is
an advantage for iterative methods. Furthermore, we solve the prob-
lem of self-similarities by starting with a surrogate based Markov
chain Monte Carlo approach in which the deformation energy is used
to find the optimal initialization. Finally, we show state-of-the-art
results on established isometry datasets as well as on two datasets
which focus on specific noise, namely different meshing and topol-
ogy changes. Notice that we outperform all methods on these two
datasets without adapting our pipeline although the shapes in both are
subject to completely different types of noise. Additionally, we show
qualitative examples of interclass correspondences on challenging
cases like human to horse.
In future work we would like to extend our framework to using
more general morphing models like affine mappings. This might
allow our method to work with less transformation basis functions.
Furthermore, we would like to incorporate partial functional corre-
spondences [39] to apply our framework to partial data.
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